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TRANS-EUROPEAN TOUR 100% ELECTRIC VEHICLE.

The first Tesla Model S arrives in Spain

Ricardo Fraguas

After traveling 1750 km in two days, which is already considered as the best vehicle in history, comes to
Spain this Sunday.

What will you do without emitting any polluting particle without consuming even a liter of gasoline. The Tesla Model S, saloon
sleeps 5 +2, 100% electric and since marketing began months ago in the United States, leading sales in the large sedan segment,
ahead of the petrol models Mercedes, Audi, BMW and Lexus, is capable of traveling at least 500 kilometers per charge (according
to standards of European approval NEDC), accelerates from 0 to 100km / h in less than 4,5 seconds and is ready to win over
200km of autonomy every 20 minutes connecting to one of the most powerful chargers.

The initiative is run by Mark Gemell, founder of sustainable tourism Drive & Dream www.driveandream.com , aided primarily by
the people leading the destinies of Paradores of Spain www.paradores.es , and now also by N2S Intelligence n2s-group.com
energy and hotel chain Accor www.accorhotels.com

With the arrival of the first Tesla model S, which will roll on the Spanish roads, Drive & Dream expands its fleet of 100% electric
vehicles to meet Spain and most of its people, its cuisine and culture, enjoying emission-free driving, in the best car ever made,
and resting in the beautiful Spanish Paradores de Turismo.

"When we started the idea," conveys Mark Gemell, -Igeniero systems, Master in international trade, humanist, Scottish
entrepreneur, based in Spain, our culture enthusiast and sustainability, - "think of the possibility of offering the opportunity Spain
meet, those we love driving, and to do it in zero-emission vehicles, to integrate even more in sensations, and add our respect for
the environment and nature. I immediately went further. "

"For that matter, we will offer something that everyone would like to do and we can do at any particular moment, but we can not
allow us daily. A honeymoon getaway anniversary celebration, a special gift ... "

"In Spain we have probably the largest cultural historic hotel's world heritage, in a single chain, available. With housings and high
quality services they provide, in itself, an absolutely unforgettable experience. With a price, experience, quality, and unparalleled
service in any other country in the world. They are themselves a cultural heritage at the service of all. "

"To go Spain in 100% electric vehicle and enjoy your driving, without suffering from the dependence on energy, you need a
network of charging points covering the entire peninsula, hitherto non-existent."

"So we thought our idea of tourism for sustainable road, why not merge the concepts and look back at the past and the concept of
a coaching inn, the original concept of the Paradores. Originally also they articulated the first fuel supply network !. "

"The best places to relax and enjoy the travel and cultural immersion, transported in the best car and more respectful of the
environment and to people. Paradores and Tesla Motors united in Drive & Dream. "

"And so we did. Thanks to the vision of the people who run the division of Corporate Social Responsibility and Marketing
Paradores we have advanced in establishing this network of fast charging. "

"It's fantastic, if we look at the map of Spain and determine the location of more than 80 hotels in the Paradores Network. It seems
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that they were designed to equidistar in comfortable distances to travel between each other and which may be covered with the
range of electric vehicles. "

N2S, specialized in solutions for the intelligent and rational use of energy and has already facilitated charging systems to more
than 140 companies and institutions in our country now joins the project to provide intelligence to the fast charging points
Paradores and others as they join to service the Drive & Dream friends and other users of electric vehicles.

Itinerary 
The first Tesla Model S, which comes to Spain, will Friday September 6 operations center in Europe Tesla Motors, located in
Tilburg the Netherlands, around three in the afternoon to travel the 1750 km that far up the capital of Spain.

It is expected the first stop in the Accor hotel in Paris Charles De Gaulle Airport, to rest and recharge the batteries after the first
almost 400 kilometers. 
Mark wants to make this first trip Drive & Dream experience and in this case, family. You will personally make this first trip with his
family, his wife Carmen and their three children "teenangers" Carlos, Erik and Carolina. "Enjoying the journey that is life." Although
they will go ligerita because the next day, after the triumphal march down the Champs Elysees and photos obliged decorated with
Parisian, visit Tours and recharge in the rapid charger ... Ikea.

Yes, Ikea France already has its own network of fast charging points. They continue to Bordeaux to rest and recharge to 32 amps
at another hotel courtesy of Accor, the day after entering Spanish territory, calling at the beautiful Parador de Argómaniz, Álava.
Nothing more, nothing less, that where the Emperor Napoleon replenished forces to attack the city of Vitoria. This time the
conquest is peaceful and towards sustainability.

The same Sunday, after visiting Burgos and the Parador de Lerma, come to Madrid and his house in Villanueva del Pardillo.

On Monday, 9 at 20:30 the meeting scheduled with the Madrid citizens, friends of the media, local government and culture and
business, to celebrate the official arrival to the city of Madrid in the charging point of Puerta de Alcalá on the street Alfonso XII
corner of Independence Square.

You can follow the entire journey in real time and interact with Mark Gemell and family via Facebook, twitter and web Drive &
Dream.

https://www.facebook.com/driveandream 
http://driveandream.wordpress.com 
http://www.driveandream.com
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